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Carbon Talks, an initiative of the SFU Centre for
Dialogue, convened a dialogue entitled Flood-Proofing
Vancouver: Policies for a Resilient City. The dialogue
took place at the Morris J. Wosk Centre for Dialogue
from 9:30am until 4:00pm on October 16, 2013.
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Introduction
Vancouver seeks to be the greenest city in the world by 2020 but faces the challenges of any seaside metropolis – rising
sea levels, increasing storm surges, and flood risk. Adapting to these challenges requires significant policy changes and
design innovations to ensure that citizens and property is protected, and that the city remains a vibrant, viable place to
live, recreate, and do business.
SFU Carbon Talks and the City of Vancouver were interested in convening a dialogue with participants from a diversity of
sectors and municipalities, to obtain feedback on proposed flood-proofing policies and generate new solutions. These
policies including elevated Flood Construction Levels (FCLs), and design and technological solutions such as setbacks,
dikes, and adapted urban forms.
Guiding questions for the dialogue included:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Are the policy changes and actions the City is taking to respond to sea level rise appropriate?
• Where do you see gaps or opportunities for improvement?
• What aspects would you find challenging?
• What changes and actions do you specifically support?
Can you suggest any strategies to ensure effective implementation of these policies and future changes?
If current modeling shows that even higher building elevations (FCLs) are required, there will be significant
impacts to streetscape and design. What are some ideas to deal with this?
How do you envision streetscapes and building design adapting to new and changing requirements? What
innovative designs do you see emerging?
What other partners or stakeholders need to be brought into this discussion?
Are there other best practices in Canada or internationally that can help inform how we approach floodresilience?
What are the best ways to continue to seek input as we plan for climate change and increased flood risk?

This intimate roundtable dialogue was professionally facilitated by SFU Carbon Talks. Invited participants included
engineers, planners, developers, members of organizations that work on the built environment, and key city officials.
The dialogue was governed by Chatham House Rule (See Appendix A) to enable everyone to speak freely and off the
record. Although none of the information will be ascribed to any individuals, this is a full report of the content of the
session.

Methodology
The dialogue was designed by Carbon Talks and facilitated by Shauna Sylvester, Executive Director of Carbon Talks and a
Fellow at the SFU Centre for Dialogue. Claire Havens and Keane Gruending (Carbon Talks) served as primary rapporteurs.
Participants were chosen from a list of names of professionals and volunteers involved in the planning, architecture and
construction fields, and provided by the City of Vancouver and Carbon Talks. The following table provides an outline of
the participants’ profile:

Affiliation or Sector*

# of participants

Planning, Architecture, Engineering, &
Construction Consultants

5

City of Vancouver staff

3

Other Municipalities staff

4

Government of BC

1

Industry Associations

2

Foundations

1

TOTAL

16

*Note that numerous businesses and organizations were contacted for this dialogue and not every sector was able to
send a participant to the session, but for the most part a balance of interests was achieved.
To ensure an open and candid discussion, the dialogue was governed by Carbon Talks’ Terms of Engagement and
Chatham House Rule (See Appendix A). One week prior to the session, participants were provided with a discussion
guide that provided context and a brief overview of the City of Vancouver’s proposed flood-proofing policies.
The agenda (See Appendix B) was designed to enable maximum participant engagement. A variety of methods were
used to solicit participant feedback including an opening round, generative discussion, breakout groups working through
an exercise, and closing rounds. A final round was used to solicit feedback on the proceedings of the dialogue and the
content of the final report.
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Context Setting
Dr. Mark Winston welcomed participants to the Morris J Wosk Centre
for Dialogue, which is “dedicated to dialogue rather than the divisive
conversations we often find in the public arena.” He recognized the
diversity of opinion in the room, and thanked the City of Vancouver
for being open and receptive to the views of external professionals.
Dr. Winston then introduced Councilor Andrea Reimer, who gave an
overview of the seriousness of the situation we face in Vancouver, “We
are one of the 20 most at risk cities for sea level rise. Extreme weather
will change over time, and what we now think of as extreme, will
become normal. And in this region, it will result in a lot of water… We
didn’t build traditional flood defences, and we did everything we could
to get as close to the water as we can.” She then went on to detail the
importance of addressing sea level rise in the context of the Greenest
City Action Plan which aims to not only minimize greenhouse gas
emissions, but also adapt and create a resilient city, with nine priority
actions related to coastal flooding.
Shauna Sylvester then reviewed the agenda, provided an overview
of the goals for the day and explained the Carbon Talks Terms of
Engagement (see Appendix A).
As part of an introductory exercise, participants were asked to
introduce themselves, and offer one hope and one concern as the City
of Vancouver consulted on its flood-proofing policies.
Participants discussed the potential for implementation and timing
issues, and the difficulty of balancing these long-term projects in a
changing political environment. They noted the related challenge in
getting residents onboard through public awareness and education,
and making the policies clear, concise and easily implementable;
with an “idea that this is so drastic, it’s difficult to get residents on
board.” There were worries that local jurisdictions will implement
very different policies, creating a regional patchwork of measures, and
that some smaller communities may be left behind. One participant
voiced their concern that with ambitious flood-proofing policies, “
the vital life of Vancouver could be taken out” and that there is a risk
of over-engineering and losing the character of the city, particularly
the waterfront. Another advocated the need for integrating floodprotection infrastructure and setbacks for all foreshore properties.
One participant highlighted the risk of ‘paralysis by analysis’ and the
need for interim measures such as the 1 metre FCL to get the policies

“We’re going in the right direction, but
the City has the power to be a leader in
implementing these bylaws. I even know
of properties that the City has that could
easily be developed in very forwardlooking ways. If not us, who, and if not
now, when?”

“My hope is that we’re able to have a
policy that is balanced and coordinated,
and somewhat easy to implement. The
fear for me is that, even though I’m
an engineer, whatever we implement
isn’t compatible for the existing built
environment.”

“My hope is that we’re able to balance
the risk, and not get too conservative,
so that we as Vancouver citizens and
visitors, can continue to enjoy the water
and get close to the water. My concern
is that we get too conservative and put
out a message that people should be
avoiding the water.”

“I live on the fringes of the water, and
that’s a concern to me. The adaptation
we need to have in the future is pretty
drastic. The water levels are going to
come up. People don’t like change when
it impacts them…”

“The challenge is to find a way to start
building and engaging the City and
all the stakeholders, and building and
establishing resilience. I think it’s becoming increasingly clear what the future
picture is, and being an engineer we
think about how to build things, but the
problem is bigger than that. When is
becoming a big question in my mind.”

“My hope is that we find a way, we
don’t just react to the consequences, we
actually have the means to survive them
or come out of them a bit better than
some other folks, when you look at the
costs, and the likely recurring cycles of
these things.”

“We really don’t know when sea levels
are going to come up in earnest, but if
we’ve got plans in place, then we can
choose to execute in 10-20 to 200 years.”

“My hope is that we get this right. These
are early days, we’re early in the science
of predicting what’s going to happen.
It’s such a complex problem, and in the
Lower Mainland the developments value
is so large, and there might be some
pushback.”

started. Concerns about flexibility and resilience were also
voiced; the City needs to ensure that it isn’t “putting in things
that are too brittle” and won’t adapt to changing realities.
Hopes included the desire to make the most of the dialogue,
and the opportunity to bring in effective policies to avoid
long-term costs from sea level rise and storm surges. Another
hope was finding innovative storage ideas for floodwaters such
as playgrounds, and underground reservoirs. One participant
strongly recommended that the City of Vancouver seize the
opportunity use its resources and property to be a leader in
the field through creating a demonstration project. Similarly,
a participant voiced their hope that the policies create new
opportunities to be innovative, create habitat and restore
ecosystems through integration with parks planning. Another
participant stressed their hope that other risks such as tectonic
changes and landslides be quantified, as well as sea level rise.
Yet another expressed their hope that the City of Vancouver
can learn some lessons from Colorado and Calgary.
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Historical Context
Age of Innocence
Pre-1972

Period of Denial
1972-92

Time of Economic Exuberance
1992-2002

This era is characterized
by world economies
emitting greenhouse
gases but not realizing
the impact. In 1968
the first meeting of the
Club of Rome was held,
bringing together leading
thinkers to discuss the
issues of unrestrained
resource consumption in
a finite world. In 1972,
their first report “The
Limits to Growth” was
published, highlighting
the issue of sustainable
development globally.

In the early 80s, the provincial government
encouraged municipalities to adopt flood bylaws
(Section 969 of the Municipal Act) and put
floodplain construction levels and setbacks in.

This decade was described as a time of
huge economic growth, and a period of
paying “lip service” to climate action. At
the political level, the assumption was
that climate change was an abstract
concept with nothing that could be
done. Despite this, there were many
strong activist voices out there, with
plenty of global action from civil society,
but decision makers weren’t listening.
In 2001 terrorism completely changed
the channel and made it very difficult
to raise awareness of any problem.
Meanwhile, hyper-capitalism and
unprecedented profits for western
economies led to the encroachment
on ecosystems and global coastlines
started to be populated by waterfront
mansions.

In this period, with the
advent of computer
modeling more data
became available and
more sophisticated
analysis was possible.
In the early 70s and 80s
the Federal floodplain
mapping program was
well resourced, but in
the late 80s it declined
with gradually waning
interest from senior
government interest in
flood damage.

This period is characterized by rising
consciousness, but also denial. There were some
concrete actions around the world reacting
to the improving scientific evidence of global
warming. In 1982, the Thames Barrier, the
second-largest moveable flood barrier was
constructed to protect the urban floodplain
from storm surges. The first book on global
warming written for a public audience, The End
of Nature by Bill McKibben, was published and
widely read in 1989.
In the Lower Mainland, post-Expo growth led to
strong development such as on the north side
of False Creek, and the beginning of the deindustrialization of the downtown peninsula.
In the late 80s, senior government stepped away
from a flood protection role and downloaded
it to local government. Each municipality was
required to come up with their own flood
protection strategies.
In 1990, the Toronto City Council unanimously
adopted a resolution to reduce the city’s net
carbon dioxide emissions to 20 percent below
1988 levels by 2005. It was the first city in the
world to commit to a target to reduce emissions.

In 1993, the design of the Confederation
Bridge from New Brunswick to PEI
incorporated sea level rise projections
of one-metre to adapt to the potential
effects of climate change over the
estimated 100-year life of the bridge.
In 1997, Canada signed the Kyoto
Protocol, but it took until 2002 to be
ratified in Canada. Towards the late 90s
there was growing awareness of the
climate challenge as Canada took on an
active role in the Kyoto negotiations.

The Time Crunch
2002-2008

The “OMG” Period
2008-2012

This period was a time of dawning
realization of the urgency of
climate action, with a number
of dramatic natural disasters
including the 2004 Indian
Ocean earthquake and tsunami,
highlighting the degradation of
coastal ecosystems and expanding
waterfront development. In 2006,
Al Gore released the documentary
An Inconvenient Truth, catapulting
climate issues into popular culture.

This era is characterized by the
impact of the 2008 recession, the
resulting economic crisis, as well as
a flood of information from social
networks. This contributed to mass
confusion, misinterpretation of
data, and lack of clarity over who
has jurisdictional responsibility over
flood planning. Land prices in many
western economies continued to push
development into vulnerable areas
such as river valleys.

In 2003, the International Olympic
Committee selected Vancouver for
the 2010 Winter Olympics; this led
to a massive development boom
in the city.

Keep Calm and Carry On
The Present

From 2000-2003 the provincial
government established the
Green Economy Secretariat which
created the first climate plan. In
the 2007 BC Throne Speech the
provincial government outlined a
range of climate change policies,
and in 2008 the Climate Action
Plan was released outlining
strategies to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions by 33 per cent by
2020.

There is a need to focus on FCLs and
look at policies in the context of the
Fraser River floodplain. FCLs in the
80s were based on analysis done
in the 70s, and the policy has been
static since then, until the 1 metre
interim FCL was recently implemented
by the City of Vancouver. There is a
legacy of several decades of building
that haven’t considered sea level rise
projections. The City of Vancouver’s
2012interim policy change is the first
measure to affect building changes
since 1972.
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The New Normal in an
Ever-Changing Climate
Participants were invited to discuss the “new normal” and how municipal governments can best address our changing
environment. The facilitator started out asking for comments from the group, but when it became clear that there was a
wealth of information to be harvested, she adapted the process to allow for participants to write down their responses
to the following question on sticky notes and post them on the wall.

What are the major challenges as we plan the built environment to address increased risks of flooding?
While the activity was to elicit challenges, some participants recorded their ideas for solutions; the lists below are therefore a combination of barriers and potential remedies.
Themes: building design, streetscape, cost, liability & risk tolerance, and regulatory issues, landuse designation, building
integration, infrastructure (grey and green), height, finance.

Communication & Education
Portray the
challenge as an
“inconvenient
truth”,
describe it as
a “convenient
opportunity”

Communicate in a
responsible and
balanced manner to a
very unaware public
about mitigation
potential, and the
reality of sea level
rise within our
lifetimes

An educated
public will
drive change
Partner with
development
community on
educating the
public, and
avoiding fear
mongering

Communicate
Develop an
education program the difference
about the need
between building
to apply FCLs or
elevation vs.
setbacks to meet
protective
provincial policy
and other flood
Implementation
measures
resistance measures
– set an
example
through a
demonstration
project

financing
Where is the
control of
financial
resources? Who
bears the costs
of damages?
Secure commitment
and funding to
undertake a
program of climate
change adaption and
map this over time

Challenge: Competing
priorities for scarce
Establish a
resources. Solution:
moratorium on
Performancedevelopment to
based requirement
enable a period
to finance. New
of study, identify
financial tools,
incentives and
green loans.
disincentives for
affected areas

infrastructure
Land
rights of
Southlands way
sea dike

Challenge:
Automatic hard
infrastructure
response. Solution:
Flexibility,
and soft/green
infrastructure

Public
transportation

Too
engineered
(not
planned)
Infrastructure
Built
infrastructure
extremely valuable
Is upgrading
best use of finite
resources?

Major
upgrading
and drainage
systems

Existing utilities
and major
infrastructure
clashing with new
flood protection
infrastructure
(water and sanitary
mains, etc.)

Raised
roadbeds

Surface vs.
underground
flood
potential

Storm sewer
function at
high tide
Land acquisition
for protective
works
(dikes) means
restriction
of foreshore
development

False
creek
storm
surge
barrier

Choosing risk
tolerance. Base
new risk tolerance
standards on
quantitative risk
assessment

Integrating
with local
drainage systems,
considering
impact to
neighboring
properties

building integration
Connect
larger
assemblies to
host/existing
neighborhood

Recognize
alternative/
resilient
strategies
depending on use,
form, and land
assembly

Ensure policy
readiness
when a
disaster
strikes

Interfacing between
buildings and streets,
parks, waterfront.
Challenges will be:
- Accessibility
- Aesthetic
- Safety
- Livability
- Commercial/retail
viability
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cost
Socialization of
cost. What is the
common benefit?
Considering
long-term
avoided costs

In some cases
the best longterm value
may be in
retreat, not
development

Overwhelming
(head-in-sand
response)

Build
over time;
incrementally
accept some
risk in the
interim

regulatory issues
Minimize
reliance on
Policy should covenants on
be performance land title to
based,
give flexibility
mechanisms to
review policies
regularly
Potential for
developers,
consultants
challenging FCL
recommendations
Reduce/stop growth
in vulnerable areas
where long-term
mitigation costs
and risk are grossly
disproportionate to
benefits

Challenge: Overly
Prescriptive
policy. Solution:
Clear objectives/
performance
criteria with
flexibility

Municipal bodies need to
balance out their internal
interests
E.g. Height restrictions,
view cones, park space, use
of road space (sometimes
these conflict)
Eg. Infrastructure
crossing into different
jurisdictions, departmental
responsibilities

Collaborate
between intergovernmental
departments and
jurisdictions

Challenge:
Believing all
challenges need
to be addressed
to develop
policy. Solution:
Just do it!

Responsibility
to scale and the
ability of any policy
to have flexibility
in implementation

How to direct
and redirect
use of costrelated assets

Political
will to
make tough
decisions and
stand by them

How do
we deal
with
hardship?
Building
codesutilities on
main floor/
basement Zoning

Conflicts: Floor
Space Ratios
How to link - what counts
disaster financial
as mechanical
assistance to above grade?
responsible
planning
and building
construction

liability and risk tolerance
The risks of
sea level rise
beyond one
metre are
immense

Are going
to have to
redo this
after a big
earthquake?

How to choose
risk tolerance
number? Who, to
what timeline,
different for
different land
use?

Consider how
to cope with
surface runoff
Park design
Holding tank
areas

Address
the issue
of building
on flood
plains

At what
point is
RETREAT
the wisest
option?

Discussion/
Liability
engagement
- Lives
- Way of life challenge
- Economic

Role of insurance
industry: more
resilient buildings
or developments
should have lower
premiums

Inability
to provide
services
(e.g., storm
sewers)

Challenge:
Inadequate
financial risk
analysis for
municipalities and
developers

Affecting
real
estate
values

Land Use Designation
Land use
Coastal land
sterilization
Passive land use
Lease land
expiry

Retreat
over
time?

Keep
commercial
at grade

Land value/owner
expectations
on foreshore
development
Strategy right of
way
Building setbacks

Covenant
properties on
a development
by development
basis

Land Use:
Balance future value
against present costs
How to ease
transition (there
will always be a last
user of coastal land)

Will home
values be
changed by
policies?
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streetscape
Drainage
capacity
issues
Increase setbacks to
provide flexibility
to accommodate
grade changes while
recognizing impact
on building envelope
and maximizing FSR

Commercial
viability
(challenges
with stepups)
How to get
design industry
(include
parks) excited/
innovating?

Narrow
infill
lots

Commercial
vitality through
contiguous
street frontage

Park/
Adverse
retention
impact to pond
Inconsistent
neighbors
height on

Changing
residential
building design
- Retaining walls
- Drainage issues

Use of
space
should be
flexible

same block
(neighbourhood
issue)
Opportunities
- Design with
sacrificial areas
to maintain
streetscape
- Leads to
liability, risk
tolerance

Opportunity
- Use flood policy
to solve historic
neighborhood issues
(flooding of low
lying land not
related to climate
change)

Protection
of
residential
character at
streetscape
level

building design
New builds,
renovation
and
adjustments

Be good
neighbours
We may need
to compromise
views and
access to
waterfront

Subsurface parking
egress/ingress
- Electrical room/
panel
- Solution: Move it!
- Livable landscapes
(flood proofing)

Street relationship,
emergency access,
water removal
strategies, energy
management
(geothermal effects
on), reliance on power
grid, parking planning

Protection of critical
building systems
services and vulnerable
building components
below FCL (electrical,
mechanical)
- How do we protect
them?
- How do we locate
them?

Venicestyle
buildings
Timeline
discrepancy
SLR, decadal,
storm, event,
random, tide,
daily

“[Consider] the integration with existing, not just
buildings, but railways, and neighbouring municipalities
at different heights… There are pieces of infrastructure
that will either need to come up or be looked at. It can
create low points, so that no matter what you’ve done
to your site, it can be a flowing point.”

“[We should be] looking at natural, green
infrastructure. Looking at ecosystems to help mitigate
and prevent sea level rise are great opportunities.
I’ve heard figures of $9 billion to armour Metro
Vancouver’s dikes.”

“Another challenge is not being overly prescriptive having performance-based criteria for sea level rise
adaptation which could be different for each land use.
Having a meta-policy frame of what we expect, but the
challenge is being overly prescriptive.”

“Getting the public to be aware and keeping it in their
minds. It’s not a fear tactic, we shouldn’t go around
scaring people, but communicating the risks and costs.
There’s got to be a gentle way to do that, and make
sure that the public is accepting of that, and aware
that there are going to be additional costs.”

“You can’t insure yourself out of a sure thing.”
“It has to be said again - we have LNG and oil tankers
out there in the inlet - and meanwhile we are talking
about sea level rise. We’re sitting here talking on the
Titanic, while the sea is rising.”

“There will always be someone who will want that
last piece of waterfront, whether it’s a summer
campground, or other temporary use, we haven’t
started thinking about how we use that land
innovatively.”
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City of Vancouver’s Flood-Proofing
Policy Plans
Tamsin Mills from the City of Vancouver provided an overview entitled, Building Resilience in Vancouver to highlight
the proposed municipal policies. She reviewed flooding events in other jurisdictions and the costs of damages, the King
Tide damage to the Vancouver Seawall in December of 2012, the ICLEI adaptation planning process, and the provincial
guidelines and proposed City of Vancouver policies. A few of the key slides from that presentation are below.
Q&A and Feedback
The question and answer session that followed touched on issues including risk-based assessment methodology and
choosing the appropriate risk tolerance level, considering the challenges of finding the political will to build for more
than a metre of sea level rise, the need for expertise in tanking utility rooms in parkades (Olympic Village) or designing
them to be above FCLs (Calgary), and the necessity of integrating a discussion about district heating systems with floodproofing of buildings.

Community Models in Small Groups
This process was designed to give the participants the opportunity to look at four different neighourhood (Kitsilano,
Coal Harbour, False Creek, and Southlands) and to model the area for the year 2050, integrating new flood-proofing
policies into aesthetic design. Participants were divided into four small groups and given an hour to conduct the exercise
before reporting back to the larger group. The exercise was constructed as a creative and interactive activity to allow
participants to think beyond current constraints on policy.

Kitsilano
Recommendations:
•
•

•
•
•

Require 4.5 metre FCLs, basement crawl space
bans, and phase-out of basements
Large retrofits will require flood-resistant
construction, extra high ceilings, internal extra
floor, pony walls, doorways to be compatible
with slough skates
Preserve and potentially expand parks and
greenways, ensure the Point Grey bike route is
at higher elevation
For the vertical walls along Cornwall and Point
Grey, commission an erosion management plan
Ensure education and outreach with private
homes so they are constantly managing and
monitoring their existing wall regimes

“If we characterize the area with the
greatest risks in this neighbourhood, it’s
Kits Point, and in the grand scheme of
things there isn’t that much residential and
commercial property.”

Questions:
Should these measures be expanded out to UBC?
What about the 30-40 houses along that stretch?
• Let the beach/foreshore flood at storm periods,
consider buying the houses in the long term
and adding them to the park to enhance green
infrastructure, up until the elevation changes.
What about the Kits Beach area and the pool?
What about the waves hitting the sea wall? It’s very
exposed.
• The pool could be flooded in the winter without
major damage. There is also the potential
for a reef to protect it. The shoreline around
there will be degraded and increased beach
replenishment is needed.
What do we do with people living in the basements
right now? What about the need for low-income
housing, and owners dependent on that income?
• They would have until 2030 to move out. New
construction of basement suites in that area is
not allowed. A lot of public education would be
needed on the risks in this area.
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Coal Harbour

Recommendations:
•
•
•

•
•

•

Increase the seawall height by raising the bike
path portion, and letting the pedestrian portion
flood and move inward.
Use the park as defence, consider raising the
railing along the seawall and making it a full
wall.
Change the use of the first floor on the buildings,
such as converting it to recreation or parking
space and buying back the suites. An alternative
is converting it to commercial that would be
adaptive in the event of a flood (pop-up stores).
Consider using soft dunes in the park to
redevelop and improve flood defence.
To finance these changes, implement a local
area improvement levy. The amount paid by
each resident/strata could be in proportion to
how far away the building is from the water.
In the lowest parts of Coal Harbour, consider the
long-term (post-2050) potential for managed
retreat.

Questions:
Can we build the seawall up there in pieces?
• We should be able to deal with small grade
issues over time and it should be alright.
There is some concern on the uplift pressure on the
walkway. With a strong storm surge, it will fall apart.
What timeframe are you looking at?
• It will be maybe 10-20 years before these things
will start showing up.

“Where is Department of Fisheries and
Oceans? They need to be here as there are
many solutions that could actually enhance
habitat.”

False Creek
Recommendations:
•
•
•

•

•

•

All new buildings should be built up to 4.8
metres (GSC) out to 2100.
Consider a floodgate at Granville or Burrard, or
potentially a dike.
There is the idea of a hybrid option: raise the
dike over time, then start to work with the
funding partners on a flood gate and implement
it post-2100 while continuing to monitor
performance.
There are some obvious places where
development is still to occur where buildings
could be built to 5.6 metres GSC (for example
Concord Pacific grounds).
Park spaces would only need to be 1 metre (4.8
metres GSC) in elevation. There are some places
that are already high enough such as David
Lam Park, which could be sacrificed to protect
buildings in extreme cases.
In some areas a dike is needed that could be put
in place when the storm surge comes. Consider
using a mobile flood wall. The City of Surrey
already has temporary flood walls that can be
put in when a storm is coming.

“What about storm drainage? Olympia
Washington is constructed on a fill, and
one of their challenges is how to adapt to
multiple sewer outlets to flood water. There
is a need to look at where you need better
pumping stations too.”

Questions:
What about redeveloping the neighbourhood to be
Venice of the North, and put it all on stilts?
• Yes, you could also consider filling it all in.
Did you consider Granville Island as being an
opportunity to involve the Federal government?
• At the plaza we could put the temporary flood
gates in.
What would Concord do about the view above the
dike?
• There is the potential to layer in affordable
housing, the suites that don’t have the views
would sell at lower value, and have a lovely
terrace.

“We came up with a hybrid option to raise
the dike over time, then start to work with
the funding partners on a flood gate and
put it in post-2100 and keep monitoring.”

“Scale really matters, in terms of flexible
FCLs. Having more flexibility in FCLs makes
a lot of sense. The City should consider the
unit cost for going higher and the potential
for that detracting from Community
Amenity Contributions.”
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Southlands

Recommendations:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Use the golf courses as flood protection, and
implement some diking financed by cost-sharing
with residents.
Prohibit densification and lot subdivision.
Implement pump systems to prevent internal
flooding from groundwater pressures and
drainage.
Consider the long-term opportunity to create
more park land.
Start the education and awareness early, and
begin discussions on some strategic costsharing to 2050, but encouraging managed
retreat through donation of vulnerable land for
wetlands habitat and parks after that.
Opportunities for building on existing dikes; An
urgent discussion on diking and managed retreat
beyond 2050 is needed.
Look to the lessons from when Cypress Creek
flooded in 1967. Sixty homes flooded, they got
a Local Area Plan; individual owners could pay
for a dike, or it was a charge on their property
assessment.

“We had a look at this and the first reaction
we had was an OMG reaction. It’s a very
high rent district, wealthy, golf courses,
large homes on enormous lots. We started
to think about it from a social planning
aspect. One of the first reactions was that
this is sacrificial land. Education needs to
be put in place so that people living there
understand that it’s virtually impossible to
protect on a long-term basis.”

“Offer a low level of assistance and
protection, in order to educate people that
in the long-term they should be looking at
retreat so that their grandchildren shouldn’t
consider living there.”

Reflections and Final Pieces of Advice
flood-proofing design alternatives through guidelines with
an eye to European examples. One attendee suggested
that showing maps of the sea level rise the entire region
is facing will help to communicate the City of Vancouver’s
proposed policies.

In the final round of the dialogue session, participants
were asked to offer one final piece of advice. One
participant asserted that, “this will not be a short-term
policy issue, but an implementation issue.” They restated
their recommendation that the City use its influence to
create a model project which would demonstrate to the
public adaptive building and streetscape design. Another
attendee stressed the need to focus on False Creek, a
neighbourhood which will need to be addressed in the
near future, and another three spoke of the inevitable
staged retreat from Southlands and the importance of
communication with residents. A participant noted that
planning for sea level rise should be integrated with
park and seawall upgrades, and another suggested that
municipal design review teams include a sea level rise
expert.

Another emphasized the idea of relaxing height
restrictions to allow for FCLs where appropriate and
feasible, with the realization that it could be problematic
in older character neighbourhoods (discretionary height
increase). Another participant seconded the approach
to evaluating each development separately and avoiding
blanketing policies. Especially important, another added,
is the communication and education of neighbourhoods
about why measures are being taken and development
guideline changed.

One participant suggested incorporating a sunset clause
into the policy so that it is reviewed regularly to “avoid the
1972 situation.” Another repeated the need to reframe the
issue, emphasizing co-benefits: amenity access, waterfront
parks, and habitat creation. Early planning for floodgates,
to bring on stakeholders and potential funders, was
proposed. As well, City staff were encouraged to look at

General pieces of advice included allowing developers to
see maps before releasing them to the public, committing
to the 1 metre policy, completing more feasibility studies
on the neighbourhoods at risk, considering shoreline and
commercial building impacts, including performance
criteria in planning, and continuing the conversation
across departments and sectors.

Closing
To close the session, Tamsin Mills gave an overview of the day’s key messages, and Councilor Heather Deal talked about
planning to fail and her personal experience in land use planning and conservation. She impressed upon the participants
the urgency of action, and reminded them that the work being done is on the shoulders of people who have been
working on the science for decades. She finished the session with the advice that sea level rise requires us to “Keep calm
and carry up.”
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Conclusion
This report has been reviewed by the City of Vancouver and all dialogue participants for accuracy. The final version will
inform the City as they go to Council with their flood-proofing policy recommendations in early 2014 and with ongoing
work to prepare for sea level rise.
Key recommendations
• Consider a portfolio of options specific to areas at risk that can be implemented over time.
• Take advantage of the opportunity to increase resilience through increased flood construction levels.
• Education and awareness of risk and response options should complement future work.
Opportunities for further collaboration
• The Coastal Flood Risk Assessment will include opportunities for collaboration in 2014 to outline preferred ‘preparedness’ options by specific area.
• Municipalities in the region are engaged in a regional collaboration on Flood Management coordinated currently by
the Fraser Basin Council
Opportunities to collaborate on designs for flood resilience are planned for 2014.

Questionnaire Responses
Participants were provided with pre- and post-questionnaires to evaluate their opinions about key City of Vancouver policies and determine whether the dialogue had resulted in any thought shifts. Thought shifts sometimes occur in dialogues
when there is dissemination of information that can change a participants mind or deepen their understanding of the
issue. The results from the questionnaires are as follows:

QuesCons	
  1-‐3	
  (scale	
  of	
  1	
  to	
  3)	
  

Ques9ons	
  4-‐7	
  (scale	
  of	
  0	
  to	
  10)	
  

Q1.	
  How	
  familiar	
  are	
  you	
  with	
  the	
  
impacts	
  of	
  climate	
  change	
  on	
  coastal	
  
communiCes?	
  

Q4.	
  On	
  a	
  scale	
  of	
  0	
  to	
  10,	
  how	
  concerned	
  are	
  you	
  that	
  the	
  coastal	
  
areas	
  of	
  Vancouver	
  are	
  not	
  going	
  to	
  be	
  protected	
  in	
  the	
  case	
  of	
  a	
  sea	
  
level	
  rise	
  and/or	
  a	
  large	
  storm	
  surge?	
  

Q2.	
  How	
  familiar	
  are	
  you	
  with	
  the	
  current	
  
dra@	
  Provincial	
  standards	
  on	
  ﬂood	
  
management?	
  

Before	
  
A(er	
  

Q3.	
  How	
  familiar	
  are	
  you	
  with	
  the	
  City	
  of	
  
Vancouver's	
  current	
  ﬂood	
  management	
  
policies?	
  

Q5.	
  On	
  a	
  scale	
  of	
  0	
  to	
  10,	
  how	
  appropriate	
  are	
  the	
  policy	
  changes	
  and	
  
ac9ons	
  the	
  City	
  of	
  Vancouver	
  is	
  taking	
  to	
  respond	
  to	
  sea	
  level	
  rise?	
  
Q6.	
  On	
  a	
  scale	
  of	
  0	
  to	
  10,	
  how	
  concerned	
  are	
  you	
  that	
  increasing	
  the	
  
Flood	
  Construc9on	
  Levels	
  by	
  1	
  metre	
  (over	
  exis9ng	
  FCLs)	
  would	
  
impact	
  Vancouver's	
  streetscape	
  and	
  building	
  design?	
  
Q7.	
  On	
  a	
  scale	
  of	
  0	
  to	
  10,	
  how	
  concerned	
  are	
  you	
  that	
  the	
  ﬂood	
  
construc9on	
  levels	
  will	
  need	
  to	
  be	
  increased	
  further	
  (beyond	
  1	
  metre	
  
over	
  exis9ng	
  FCLs)	
  in	
  the	
  coming	
  20	
  years	
  to	
  adapt	
  to	
  climate	
  change	
  
impacts?	
  

0	
  

0.5	
  

1	
  

1.5	
  

Q8. What changes/relaxations do you think
need to be made to city zoning planning and
engineering as building elevations go up?
• Reduce height restrictions to allow buildings
to go up
• Measure height from higher FCL. Except
mechanical/electrical space from FSR to get
it out of basement.
• If FCL goes up, heights should go up and
more flexibility should be given to building
design. The interface between buildings and
streets become more challenging, some of
the strict requirements for streets need to
be relaxed (e.g., Hydro JBs and street lighting
kiosks should be allowed in the street row so
building sites can better deal with interfaces)
• Transition to land-use on the coastal fringe
• Flexibility but strategic refocusing
• Depends on the political willingness to
accept the consequences of total deglaciation of Greenland (for example).
Certain areas have to be given up.
• Exclusions below main floor level; possible
height relaxations
• Transportation planning, incentive programs
• Height relax, crawl space exclusion from
F.S.R, deal with view cones, accessibility
• Utilizing green infrastructure and ecosystem
services and natural systems into flood
construction/planning/etc.

2	
  

2.5	
  

3	
  

	
  

• Create Waterfront strategies that allow
for foreshore erosion protection/wave
protection. Space is critical. Take SRWs and
enforce building setbacks and/or require
buildings that can adopt to changing flat
water/surge and wave events
• Floor area exclusion for building services
above grade
Q8. Do you have any further advice to offer
the City of Vancouver as they implement new
flood proofing policies?
• Southlands- consider stringent restrictions
on new development plus small investment
in flood protector/recreational walkway
leading to "retreat" option over long term
• Be strong! The rest of us are relying on you.
• Don't worry about being wrong
• Action through further detailed studies on
the various challenges, opportunities, and
implementation strategies
• Keep calm and carry up
• Vast and all-encompassing public education
panels, signs, placards, billboards on site
professionally designed with great visual
tools. Make documentary and show it at
highschools, let people know that fossil fuel
consumption comes at a cost.
• FCLs will have to be moved higher
• Do action while you're planning
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Q9. What do you think is the greatest
challenge facing the City of Vancouver as they
increase the flood construction levels?
• Southlands diking 2) False Creek lowlands long term issue to year 2200
• Bringing residents and businesses and
developers on board
• Developer/neighbour resistance
• Interface with surrounding areas, streets,
shorelines, and rail. Additional costs, and
being able to balance the trade offs between
risk and livability/design
• Protecting existing assets
• How to protect existing building
infrastructure
• Acceptance
• Cost and political repercussions
• Contiguous streetscapes
• Infrastructure re-design
• Keeping streetscapes and connections with
street and infrastructure as buildings go up.
Limits that currently exist in regulations.
• Politician and public apathy- engagement
• Gaining public support
• Blending new buildings FCLs in with existing
levels, livability drainage. Long term FCLs
may not work
• Making the new developments work with
the existing built environment
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Dialogue Evaluation
At the end of the dialogue, participants were asked to complete an individual evaluation. The results of that evaluation
are shown in the graph below, all answers are rated on a scale from 1 to 7.
Based	
  on	
  this	
  experience,	
  I	
  am	
  more	
  likely	
  to	
  
become	
  involved	
  with	
  similar	
  consulta;ons.	
  
	
  Overall,	
  the	
  dialogue	
  was	
  worthwhile	
  to	
  me.	
  	
  	
  
There	
  was	
  adequate	
  opportunity	
  for	
  me	
  to	
  learn	
  
and	
  to	
  par;cipate	
  in	
  group	
  discussions.	
  	
  
	
  The	
  meals	
  and	
  refreshments	
  were	
  sa;sfactory.	
  	
  	
  	
  
The	
  facilitator	
  provided	
  clear	
  explana;ons,	
  
guidance	
  and	
  support	
  throughout	
  the	
  day.	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
The	
  dialogue	
  handbook	
  provided	
  for	
  the	
  
discussions	
  was	
  clear	
  and	
  contained	
  relevant	
  
and	
  useful	
  informa;on.	
  
The	
  registra;on	
  process	
  was	
  eﬃcient	
  and	
  
friendly.	
  
The	
  phone	
  calls	
  and	
  emails	
  during	
  recruitment	
  
and	
  a:er	
  agreeing	
  to	
  par;cipate	
  gave	
  helpful	
  
informa;on.	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

Dialogue	
  Evalua;ons	
  	
  
(1	
  =	
  totally	
  disagree,	
  7	
  =	
  totally	
  agree)	
  

“Very good discussion! I’m glad I attended
and could help on an important topic.”

2	
  

3	
  

4	
  

5	
  

6	
  

7	
  

“We need to have these kind of conversations
much more often. There was great expertise
around the room.”

“Good day! Thank you!”

“Thank you for including the
development community.”

1	
  

	
  

“Great job!”

“The site specific solution session
could be longer.”

Appendix A: Terms of Engagement
1. Chatham House Rule: “participants are free to use the information received, but neither the identity nor the
affiliation of the speaker(s), nor that of any other participant, may be revealed.”
2. The focus is on dialogue not debate.
3. Hats off: Each participant is here as an individual and is not speaking on behalf of their business or organization.
4. Step up or step back.
5. Cell phones off (or muted).
6. Open Source: The information will be recorded and presented in a report that participants will review. Following the
review the report will be available publicly and registered under the Creative Commons.
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Appendix B: Agenda
9:30 am

Registration, Pre-questionnaire, and Coffee

10:00 am

Welcome

10:15 am

Introductions and Opening Round

10:40 am

Historical Context
Timeline: Metro Vancouver flooding – developments, key moments, policies and actors

11:15 am

Break

11:25 am

The “New Normal”
What are the major challenges as we plan the built
environment to address increased risks of flooding?

12:25 pm

Lunch

1:15 pm

City of Vancouver’s Flood-proofing Policy Plans
Q&A/Feedback

1:40 pm

Community Models
Modeling communities to the year 2050:
Kitsilano, Coal Harbour, False Creek, and the Southlands

2:45 pm

Sharing Community Models

3:00 pm

Strategies for Implementation
• Which other jurisdictions should be monitored?
• Which other partners or stakeholders should be at the table?
• What are the best ways to continue gathering input?

3:35 pm

Summary and Next Steps

3:55 pm

Session Close and Post-questionnaire

4:00 pm

Adjourn

Appendix C: Other Jurisdictions
to Look to and Engagement of
Stakeholders
Other jurisdictions to look to:
• Province and Federal government
• United States Federal Government: strong regulations rather than just guidelines - “We need weight from senior gov
that reflects the seriousness of this issue.”
• European Union Flood Directive
• New York City Plan: a lot of different approaches for the city including underground water storage in Brooklyn Park
• New Zealand: a lot of long-term sea level rise planning in a comparable jurisdiction
• Look at cities that are at greater risk than us (OECD list 1-19)
• Other cities have interesting designs (e.g., doors - Hamburg, Rotterdam, United Kingdom)
Other stakeholders to engage
• Municipal Chief Financial Officers
• Department of Fisheries and Oceans
• Financial institutions
• Canadian National Railway Company, Canadian Pacific Railway Ltd.
• Kinder Morgan
• Port Metro Vancouver
• Utilities (Hydro, Fortis)
• Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation
• Insurance and re-insurance companies
• Architectural Institute of BC
• Planning Institute of BC
• Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of BC
• Landscape architects
• Design community
• Students
How do you want to be engaged?
Participants offered the advice that visualization, graphics, viewscapes, documentaries and other multi-media
presentations of projections and potential adaptation measures are the most effective way to engage with the public.
There was a caution that “apocalyptic” images can affect the real estate and development community, so consultation
should be carried out to ensure that public messages are not alarming but instead informative. Participants also
discussed the importance of communicating the solutions, co-benefits, and opportunities for innovation to the broader
constituency. A move from negative to positive messaging was encouraged.

SFU Centre for Dialogue
3325 – 515 West Hastings Street
Vancouver, B.C. CANADA V6K 5B3
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www.carbontalks.ca
Tel. 778-782-7895
Fax. 778-782-7892

